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Welcome to Copper #40!
The old expression "a miss is as good as a mile" seems to apply to the recent eclipse: those of us in
the 90% range of totality were underwhelmed, while those who got The Full Monty talk about lifechanging experiences, incredible emotionality, blah blah.
"Life-changing"? Sorry: my life has a lot of inertia, and it takes a lot to change it. Maybe I'll see
100% in my old hometown of Carbondale, come the '24 eclipse. Then we'll see. ;->

I'm happy to welcome back our resident foodie Chloe Olewitz. Just in time for summer's end,
Chloe explains the difference between ice cream, gelato, sorbet---all that frozen stuff. Chloe's next
piece will be about martial arts---so be nice!
Dan Schwartz is in the lead-off spot with the first in a series of articles on encounters--this one,
with Jack Casady; Seth Godin tells us his favorite audio tweak; Richard Murison sends his
compliments to two's complement; Duncan Taylor writes about his new live-recording venue; Roy
Hall tells about a family member with issues; Anne E. Johnson introduces indie artist Petite Noir;
Woody Woodward looks back at Jethro Tull---and wrote while standing on one leg to get in the
mood; and I worry about devices that are smarter than their user, and take a look at Bang &
Olufsen.
Industry News tells of ---well, there's so much going on, you'll just have to read it; Anne E.
Johnson is back in Something Old/Something New, looking at recordings of the works of
Frescobaldi; Gautam Raja is back with a control issue; I finish my look around the California Audio
Show; and Jim Smith looks at the high-end industry and doesn't like what he sees; In My Room is
the incredible story of a reader's home-built pipe organ (!!)---and you'll have to see it to believe it .
We wrap up Copper #40 with a classic cartoon from Charles Rodrigues, and another
beautiful Parting Shot from Paul McGowan.
Until nest issue—enjoy!
Cheers, Leebs.
[caption id="attachment_51117" align="alignnone" width="720"]

Seen around dog-centric Boulder....[/caption]

Meetings With Remarkable Men, Part 1
Music, Audio, and Other Illnesses
Written by Dan Schwartz

Last time out, I wrote a bit about the Grateful Dead’s Wall of Sound, and a little about the
circumstances surrounding it. It’s something I’m thinking quite a bit now as I’m preparing a book on
how it came to be and how it worked. I had come to know quite a lot about it at the time owing to a
natural interest, as well as some encounters with some of the people responsible for it. I’d like to
describe a couple of events in my life as they occurred in the years that lead up to that time.
I started playing bass in March of 1970, right around the time it became known that the Fabs had
split. But that wasn’t such a major event to me at the time (in hindsight, though perfectly normal, it
was HUGE). I bought that bass, an Egmond, made in the Netherlands, with $60 I had gotten for my
bar mitzvah a month before. I had also received two Jefferson Airplane albums, including the
stunning Crown of Creation. Up until I heard them at length, I was vacillating about what I wanted
to play, piano or bass. But when I heard Crown, I knew.
I wanted to be Jack Casady. And if I couldn’t BE him, I had to be as good. That had been my way, to
identify the person that I thought set the standard of excellence, and realize that to do it properly, I
had to be that good too. When I aspired to be an illustrator, Jim Steranko was it. Playing bass? It was
Jack Casady --- and I had begun the process of choosing music over visual art.
I wanted to be Jack Casady. And if I couldn’t BE him, I had to be as good. That had been my way, to
identify the person that I thought set the standard of excellence, and realize that to do it properly, I
had to be that good too. When I aspired to be an illustrator, Jim Steranko was it. Playing bass? It was
Jack Casady --- and I had begun the process of choosing music over visual art.
So the next time Casady played in Philadelphia (I grew up across the river in NJ), in January of 1971,

I had to be there. It was the first real tour of electric Hot Tuna; they were going to play at the
Academy of Music, the home of the Philadelphia Orchestra, at Locust and Broad. It was a mid-19th
century opera house with three balconies and a huge chandelier hanging over the audience. I would
see a lot of music there over the next few years, from Pentangle (on their last tour) to Andres
Segovia with my folks.
Brewer and Shipley opened the show, hot on the heels of their hit, “One Toke Over the Line”. They
were excellent. Hot Tuna had five people; besides Jack and guitarist Jorma Kaukonen, there was
fiddler “Papa” John Creach, drummer Sammy Piazza, and harmonica-player Will Scarlett. But I really
only had eyes for Jack, and his second, heavily-modified Guild Starfire bass, and though I couldn’t
really identify the amps, he had pretty big cabinets with JBL D-140 speakers in them. When he
soloed on “Candy Man”, it was like hearing a big piano. Even now, over 46 years later, I can play
much of the solo. It was that iconic.
I recall that he looked like the very definition of a “freak”, in the hippie sense --- dressed head-to-toe
in leather and fringe, with knee-high lace-up boots and a flat-brimmed black hat. I don’t recall premeditating this, but when the concert was over, I wouldn’t leave. With my friends Pete and Glenn, I
resolved to wait outside the stage door for a chance to talk to him. And sure enough, through the
windows of the room inside the door, in he came --- wearing what he wore on stage.
Lesson 1: mean it. Don’t do on stage what you’re unwilling to do off stage. This wasn’t small, for a
14-year-old living in New Jersey.
The band’s equipment was being loaded out through the stage door --– pretty loudly --- and after a
few minutes, Jack wandered out. This was my moment. I went up to him and squeaked out, “Hey,
man, can I talk to you?”
Jack appeared to just walk away, but he looked back over his shoulder and indicated for me to
follow. He walked a few feet up Locust Street towards Broad Street, towards where a limousine was
idling, leaned on the hood, and… we talked.
All these years later, I can’t recall a LOT about meeting my idol. But I do know that he was open to
whatever I wanted to discuss, we had a short laugh about Grand Funk Railroad, and that he saved
me an enormous amount of frustration and struggle in a few minutes. The main takeaway for me
was, don’t sweat the gear.
I mean, yeah, sure, sweat it --- but realize its limitations. I asked him about playing chords. He asked
how I did it. I described it, he said that sounds right and asked what gear I used. I told him. It was
all beginner’s equipment: a recently-acquired Hagstrom 8-string (strung back then as a 4; I still have
it), and borrowed Ace Tone amp (while I waited for my father to finish building my first amp). I
hadn’t even been playing for a year. The sound I heard when I played a chord just lay there, fuzzed
out.
Jack said, effectively, he had the best equipment in the world, all built for him or modified to his
standards. The sound I was hearing was the sound of everything being overdriven just perfectly by
the 3-note chord. Hearing him say that, I knew not to blame myself.
All I had to do was grow up.

Intelligence Inside
The Audio Cynic
Written by Bill Leebens

Way back in Copper #26 I wrote "The IoT is Not For Me", in which I bemoaned the unnecessary
inter-connectedness of every damn thing from cars to refrigerators and dishwashers. As I mentioned
then, I really have no desire to awaken in the middle of the night to the sound of all my appliances
running amuck, courtesy of some e-school hacker up all night wired on Red Bull and bravado.
Even though my ancestors built some of the earliest railroads in the US, and the fact that I've spent
my life studying and working in tech fields, I may be a bit of a Luddite. I just don't like devices
mucking about in my bidness, unless I specifically ask them to do so.
When I was in racing, I was deeply involved with Corvette tuners and racers at the time that the C5
series launched (for non-motorheads: C5 was the fifth generation of Chevrolet Corvettes, starting
with the 1997 model year. Previous gens: C1, 1953-62; C2, (Sting Ray) 1963-67; C3 (Mako Sharkinspired) 1968-82; C4, 1984-96---there was no '83). Aside from dozens of obvious mechanical and
structural improvements like the LS-1 engines, hydroformed frame-rails, and carbon fiber springs,
the C5 sent shock-waves through the automotive aftermarket because the programming of the
onboard computers contained more than a million lines of code.
C5 also marked the onset of OBD-II, the second generation of onboard diagnostics, which could
retain data on the car's running characteristics forever---in theory, proving that you violated speed
limits and performed numerous other antisocial acts. For many old-time racers and motorheads, this
was all scary stuff, and marked the beginning of cars that could make numerous decisions without
the driver's input. The idea of a third party being able to learn what you'd done in your car, or even

shut it down remotely, was completely antithetical to the independent nature of racers and hotrodders.
And guess what? It still is, and onboard computing, hacking, and GPS have only made things far
scarier in the last two decades. If you have a GM car with OnStar---well, the FBI has used OnStar to
bug mobster's Cadillacs, and it has been used numerous times to kill the ignition of stolen vehicles.
Useful---but what happens if someone decides to shut down your perfectly innocent car in rush hour
traffic? And let's not even think about that whole autonomous vehicle thing.
The C5 marked the turning point in American performance cars and in the high-performance
automotive aftermarket. While new cars had progressively moved from old-school tech like
carburetors to integrated fuel and ignition management systems, chip-tuning had mostly been the
domain of import car afficianados. The C5 offered far more tuning capability to the experienced
coder or chip-burner than anything previously offered in America, and coupled with an initial
shortage of aftermarket performance engine parts---very little interchanged from the traditional
small-block Chevy to the new LS-1--- it became evident that "tuning" now meant "programming".
As you can imagine, a generation or two of motorheads who grew up adjusting the jets of a Holley or
setting the gap and dwell of ignitions---were lost. For those like me who hated carbs and fiddly
ignitions, the new ways were a godsend. But....
We've now had, let's say, two generations of folks who can look under the hood of a car and can
maybe identify the air filter. Maybe. Everything else is a mystery, hidden under plastic covers and
shrouds. While extended maintenance intervals are a blessing for most motorists, the lack of
frequent involvement with the car has resulted in drivers and owners who are incapable of
diagnosing a problem, much less fix it. Starters and alternators are buried beneath the engine, plug
wires no longer exist, and it's often not clear exactly how the air even gets into the engine. What all
that stuff is, is just a mystery. It's a good thing that stuff mostly adjusts itself.
Does any of this sound familiar, audiophiles?
You'll notice that the vinyl revival didn't really catch on until streaming and downloading had largely
replaced the CD; I'm convinced that aside from its arguable audible advantages, LPs came back
because they offer tangible physical interaction and require the user to take an active role.
Computer audio---aside from the often-baffling set-up procedures---asks the user to pick a track on
an iPad and adjust volume. While many users find the simplicity of operation just what the doctor
ordered, others like to do a little more in the way of heavy lifting---and have you had to move boxes
of albums lately?
Similarly: with tube electronics one can point at various elements of the devices and identify them:
power transformer, smoothing choke, regulator tube, input stage tube, power output tubes, output
transformer. Just like you used to be able to do with a car. Aside from the sonic characteristics,
might this be a reason for the popularity of tube amps among hipsters and newbies?
Beyond that: devices with actual, physical on-off switches will operate in only two states: on, or off.
They will indicate which state they are in, if only by position of the switch. They will not run through
endless boot-cycles or self-diagnostics. They will give the user at least the illusion of being in
control, and with some sense of understanding what the device is, and how it works. They will not
decide that one's software has expired or that one's credentials need to be updated.
And how about the latest dystopian decision which prompted this rant in the first place? Contrary to
industry practices and quite possibly against most consumer-protection laws, Sonos has announced

that users must agree to their new privacy policy, or their Sonos devices may "cease to function".
Like that euphemism? It's like the pharmaceutical ad disclaimer, "fatal events have occurred". So--you bought the thing a couple years ago, and they can now impose new rules upon you, and make
that thing you bought NOT WORK?
So much for the benevolent little device that brings music to your whole house. Sorry, Sonos: ex post
facto rules are always wrong, and are monumentally stupid for any company that actually hopes to
stay in business. Way to prove that whole truism of Silicon Valley = Arrogant + Uncaring, Sonos.
High Five!
[In case you wondered: the guy pictured at the top of the page is Ray Kurzweil. In addition to being a
leader in the theory and design of cybernetic systems for decades, he's also been one of the leading
voices warning of the potential dangers of nanotechnology and biotechnology, two areas that scare
the crap out of me. In other words, Ray might be a bit of a Luddite, just as I am. My kinda guy, that
Ray---Ed.]

My Favorite Tweak
Hobgoblin
Written by Seth Godin

It involves an Eberhard Faber Design Art Marker No. 255, in green if you insist, but you can also use
a pencil.
While listening to music (it works with analog or digital, by the way), read a book about the music
you’re listening to. Find an obscure website reference. Ask a friend for her take.
I know, it would be better if this tweak was more arcane, more difficult and more expensive.
Bear with me, please, because while it’s none of those, it is time consuming. But worth it.
When we were youngsters, we read album liner notes. This, it turns out, is not that different from
reading the cereal box while eating your Cheerios in the morning before school. You’re not reading
the box because it’s new or interesting. You’re reading it because it’s there.
And so it was with album covers. Despite a very dubious award category in the Grammys (shouldn’t
it be called the Grammies?), most liner notes aren’t particularly entertaining or memorable.
On the other hand, just ten or fifteen minutes of listening to or reading Phil Schaap on the history of
a particular Charlie Parker recording session will almost certainly change the music. (Phil’s Grammy
awards for liner notes completely justify the category, by the way).
Part of the audiophile experience is the knowing. Knowing where the instruments were in space at
the session. Knowing what the trombone really sounded like. Knowing what it was like to be there...

But the knowing needs context.
Ornette Coleman is unapproachable if you start at the end of his discography. He’s playing for us,
sure, but also for himself, extending himself from what he did in the previous album, or in the
previous set. If you start early and work your way up, you begin to know.
Look, here’s a book about the songs Bob Dylan didn’t write. Five hundred pages of truly obsessive
reporting on how Dylan discovered Robert Johnson and what listening to what one of his songs did
to his writing. And listen... here, here’s Bob singing that song the author just told us about. Yes, it
sounds different. Better. More plaintive. How could it not?
Oh, here’s a website (genius.com) that dissects lyrics. It’s strong on rap, but is expanding into just
about everything.
And, wait, here’s a recent article about Gershwin’s An American in Paris. It turns out that the taxi
horns have been played in the wrong key for the last fifty years. You can bet that those taxi horns
will sound less veiled the next time you play them on your fancy rig.
There are two theories of art: One theory is that you must come to it cold. You see what you see. You
hear what you hear. Your interpretation is all that matters.
The other is that you learn first. You understand what the artist intended (if she chooses to reveal
that). You understand the context. You figure out what was going on when it was created, what the
swirl was all about.
Both theories are valid, but it seems to me that only one aligns with the audiophile mindset.
The obvious question to ask: Which books, Seth? Tell me what to read, where to look.
That’s actually not the next question, because it turns out that one man’s obsessive yearning for the
details of a Binghamton show by the Dead is another person’s waste of time. No, the next question
is: do you care enough about the experience of listening to sign up for this journey?
At some point, you’re going to have trouble finding yet another electronic tweak for your system. It’s
likely, though, that you’ll never run out of Post-Its, Blackwing pencils or good conversation.
(Originally published in Copper #4)

Two’s a Compliment
Quibbles and Bits
Written by Richard Murison

[The article deals with two's complement, but the title was spelled as it is as a bit of a joke by
Richard. So---no emails to Ye Olde Editor complaining of a typo are needed, thanks. ---Ed.]
Most of us understand that PCM audio data “samples” (measures) the music signal many times a
second (44,100 times a second for a CD) and stores the result in a number. For CD audio this is a
16-bit number. A 16-bit number can take on integer values anywhere between 0 and 65,535.
Integer values simply means whole-number values such as 19, 47,995 and 13,244. But it cannot
take on values such as 1.316 or 377½. However, even if you’re fine with that, recall that the music
waveforms we are trying to measure swing from positive to negative, rather from zero to a positive
number. So we need to be able to record -13,244 as well as +13,244. Fear not, though – it turns out
we can work around that. An interesting property of binary numbers can be brought to bear.
A 16-bit number is just a string of 16 digits which can be either one or zero. Here is an example, the
number 13,244 expressed in ordinary 16-bit binary form: 0011001110111100. [If I need to explain
binary numbers to you, you’re reading the wrong article.] If this were all zeros it would represent 0,
and if it were all ones, it would represent 65,535. But there are actually different ways in which to
interpret a sequence of 16 binary digits, and one of these is called “Two’s Complement” (spelled
with an “e”, not an “i”).
Let’s first talk about 15-bit numbers. A 15-bit number can take on values between 0 and 32,767.
Wouldn’t it be nice if we could encode our music as one 15-bit number representing 0 to +32,767 for
all those times when the musical waveform swings positive, and another 15-bit number representing
0 to -32,767 for all those times when the musical waveform swings negative? In fact, we can do that
very easily. We would take a 16-bit number, and reserve one of the bits (say, the most significant
bit) to read 0 to represent a positive number and 1 to represent a negative number, and use the
remaining 15 bits to say how positive (or negative) it is. Are you with me so far?

We need to make one small modification. As described, both the positive and the negative swings
encode the value zero. We can’t allow two different numbers to represent the same value – it would
make doing any math impossible – so we need to fix that. We allow the negative waveform swings to
encode the numbers -1 to -32,768, and the positive waveform swings to encode the numbers 0 to
+32,767. So now the value zero is unambiguously encoded as part of the positive waveform swing.
This gives us a system that can encode all of the integer values from -32,768 to +32,767 which
makes us very happy.
What I have described, in a roundabout way, is conceptually similar to what we actually end up
doing. The actual solution is referred to mathematically as the “Two’s Complement” of our 16-bit
number, and shares a lot with my simplified description. Two’s complement lets us express 16-bit
data in a form that covers both positive and negative values, which makes us very happy. It differs
from my more simple description by taking all the negative numbers and turning their zeros into
ones, and their ones into zeros. This is done for mathematical reasons that I won’t go into here.
It turns out that two’s complement also makes computers very happy, because numbers represented
as two’s complement respond identically and correctly to the integer arithmetic operations of
addition, subtraction, and multiplication. So we can manipulate them in exactly the same way as we
do regular integers. In fact, two’s complement representation is so inherently useful to computers
that software engineers have devised a much more user-friendly term for them – Signed Integers.
Two’s Complement (or Signed Integer) representation is such a huge convenience that virtually all
audio processing uses this representation. For example, simple signal processing functions like
Digital Volume Control are more efficient to code with Signed Integers.
There is one thing to bear in mind, though, and it catches some people out. Recall that the negative
swing encodes a higher maximum number than the positive swing. Here I am going to shift the
discussion from the illustrative example of 16-bit numbers to the more general case of N-bit
numbers. The largest negative swing that can be encoded is 2^(N-1) whereas the largest positive
swing that can be encoded is 2^(N-1) - 1. Where this becomes important is to note that the ratio
between the two is not constant, and varies with N, the bit depth. This comes into play if you are
designing a D-to-A Converter with separate DACs for the negative and positive voltage swings. You
need to design it such that the negative and positive sides both reach the same peak output with an
input value of 2^(N-1), while recognizing that the positive side can never see it in practice, since it
can only ever receive a maximum input value of 2^(N-1) - 1. There is at least one high-end DAC that
I know of which does this intentionally wrongly, and makes a wrong-headed claim that they are
uniquely solving a known problem.
Similar considerations exist when normalizing the output of a DSP stage (which should properly be
in floating point format) for rendering to integer format. The processed floating point data is
typically normalized to ±1.0000 and it would be an error to map this to ±2^(N-1) in Two’s
Complement integer space, because this would result in clipping (or worse) of the positive voltage
swing at its peak. Instead it must be mapped to ±2^(N-1) – 1.
Such things make a difference when you operate at the cutting edge of sound quality.

Bang & Olufsen, Part 1
Vintage Whine
Written by Bill Leebens

In 2013 I was fortunate to have a consulting gig with Bang & Olufsen, in Denmark. Drawing upon
that experience, this piece will be partly travelogue, partly the usual brand history, taking
advantage of a unique collection of B & O products.
Struer is a small town of 10,000 or so in the Jutland peninsula of Denmark, located about as far away
from Copenhagen as one can get and still be in Denmark. The first lesson learned by Englishspeakers visiting Denmark: those words in Danish may look similar to many words in English, but
they are pronounced nothing like you’d expect. “Jutland”, for example, is pronounced something like
“Yoolund”, with the last syllable simultaneously spat and hiccupped. There are swallows and gulps
and plosives in unexpected places, the effect being like a more laid-back form of German. Sub-lesson
#1: don’t ever say that to a Dane. They won’t like the comparison.
The second lesson learned by English-speakers visiting Denmark: nearly everyone speaks English.
Thank God.
For an American traveling to Struer, the likeliest route is to fly into Frankfurt, and then take a
puddle-jumper to Billund, in Denmark. The reason most folks fly into Billund is to visit the nearby
Lego factory and the Legoland resort. Don’t laugh: Lego’s business may be the business of fun, but
it’s the world’s largest toy company, with revenues of over $5 billion. With a “b”.

The second reason travelers fly into Billund was my reason: to visit Bang & Olufsen in Struer, about
100 kilometers away. The drive meanders through a pastoral countryside, green meadows filled with
herds of spotted cows, boundaries marked by tall fir trees. It was gray and overcast upon my arrival,
and it finally hit me why the countryside seemed intensely familiar: it looked just like southern
Minnesota, where I grew up.
And that of course begs the question: how did Danes travel halfway around the world to find a place
that looked just like home? Very weird.
Bang & Olufsen was founded in 1925 by Peter Bang and Svend Olufsen. One of their first products
was a mains-power source for radio sets, designed to eliminate bulky, acid-filled batteries. In the
90+ years since then, B&O has become synonymous with elegant design. Though the factory
employs fewer townsfolk than it once did, evidence of the company's history in Struer can be seen
everywhere. You'll even see old B&O products in shop windows downtown.

Given B&O's long presence in Struer, it makes sense that the town museum houses a permanent
exhibit of Bang & Olufsen products. It's evident that right from the company's beginnings,
appearance and functionality of products was extremely important. Early products featured ornate
detailing, while the '30's brought streamlined Deco styling, and even the occasional severe-looking
Bauhaus design.

Early on, B&O produced a little of everything, including cinema systems including projectors,
amplifiers, and loudspeakers with compression drivers and horns.

In the next Vintage Whine, we'll follow B&O's products into the hi-fi age, and talk more about the
company's history.
[Apologies for the quality of photography: that was a couple of generations of iPhone ago, and the
shots are fuzzier than expected. Mea culpa. ---Ed.]

Sadie
Music'al Notes
Written by Roy Hall

“Hello Sadie, when are you leaving?” said my father, the most mild mannered of men. Aunt Sadie
had arrived at our doorstep on her annual visit. She was my mother’s oldest sister and was, what we
called in Scotland, “a poor soul”. As a teenager she was shadowed by a strange man who tried to
grab her as she entered her building. This so traumatized her that she developed all manner of
phobias. This happened in the mid twenties in Scotland and mental health care was primitive.
She was admitted to Gartnavel, the local mental institution. In my young, feverish mind I imagined it
to be a monstrous place; whenever I misbehaved my mother would threaten to send me there. While
in Gartnavel Sadie was treated with whatever drugs were available at the time. At one point she was
lobotomized and somehow came out the other side quite functional. I remember her as odd, but as a
child, I was accepting of my family member’s peculiarities. She suffered from some form of OCD and
had this strange habit of pausing and spinning round before opening the door.
She eventually left Glasgow for London, and being extremely intelligent, managed to land a job with
Scotland Yard (police headquarters) where she worked successfully for many years. She lived with a
man she loved for about fifteen to twenty years but admitted to me later on that she never had sex
with him or anyone else. When I was about fourteen, on one of her visits, she asked me, an amateur
photographer, to take some photos of her. We went outside to the woods where she stripped down to
her underwear and posed. I could barely keep the camera still.
Many years later she entered an assisted living facility in West London near the Portobello Rd. By
this time she had gone blind, the result of taking massive doses of prescribed psychotropic drugs
throughout most of her life. At that time I was importing a good quantity of British equipment from
Creek and Epos so I frequently traveled to London on business and of course visited Sadie. Typically,
I would take her shopping; we would have lunch together and chat about her youth, her siblings and
parents. These sessions were intense as she often criticized her brother who had refused to take her
in. She was a bitter pill to swallow so I completely understood his reluctance.

On one visit she asked me to take her clothes shopping. She wanted to buy a new outfit. We went to
one of the many department stores in the area and I found a sales woman to assist us. Sadie told us
both what she wanted and I described the cut and color of what the saleswoman selected as best I
could. She finally settled on a blue jacket with a matching skirt. I said to her, “Auntie, I think you
will look very smart in this outfit.” She replied, “It’s not for me, it’s for my neighbor who is
housebound”. I said, but Auntie, how can you choose clothes for another person, you’re blind.” She
said, “Yes, but I have excellent taste!”

Petite Noir
... And Indie for All
Written by Anne E. Johnson

There are as many influences on Petite Noir’s music as the singer/songwriter/producer has claims to
nationality. The 27-year-old started life in Belgium as Yanick Ilunga, son to Congolese parents. He
currently resides in Capetown, South Africa.
His first musical endeavor was as the lead singer for the duo Popskarr, with Terrence Pearce, from
2009-12. As you can hear in this single, “Tonight,” Popskarr was unabashed, old-school synthpop,
with trippy, poetical lyrics that were more interesting than the music.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWZH36JDXT4

That equation changed once Petite Noir broke off as a solo act in 2012. He has brought an African
sensibility to his own work – in texture, rhythmic ideas, instrumentation, and singing style – yet
retained his synthpop roots. His music has been referred to as “alternative R&B,” and while it does
sometimes use R&B tropes, that classification is not nearly wide enough.
“Disappear,” a single from 2012, is an example of this melding of sounds. There’s a slathering of
late-ʼ80s electronica (think Erasure), including the mid-range head-voice that helps identify that era
and style--as much like a cry as a musical tone; his voice is occasionally compared to mid-career
Bowie. But the singing is nestled into complicated percussion tracks you’d never hear in synthpop.
The lyrics are philosophical (“All we have in life will disappear”) if repetitive.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhuKNG2ASbs

Petite Noir’s first solo EP was King of Anxiety, also from 2012. The song “Chess” uses a chugging,
train-like perpetual rhythm and a melodic, mournful guitar counterpoint reminiscent of The Edge’s
work in U2.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCpkCLhZIJ0

The slow beat of “Shadows” is the closest to R&B, but the groove is satisfyingly off-kilter. And the
song’s budget-saving video is a brilliant way to really make you listen: It’s just footage of the singer
leaning against his car, apparently for hours.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wOyYWeyPfZo

But, wait! There are even more influences in this musical cornucopia. African-American spirituals,
anyone? Listen to “Till We Ghosts,” also from King of Anxiety. The lyrics are disappointingly cliché,
but the overall sound is such an original blend that you can forgive the weak text.
Besides tinges of hymns and blues, we get polymeters and a timbre similar to the rattan ankle rattles
used in many traditional dances of Africa. Add to that the multiple layers of guitar, backup vocals,
and percussion, not quite in sync with each other; that purposeful imperfection is one of Petite
Noir’s signature characteristics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2s-aPbKecJg

Not surprisingly, considering he’s based in Capetown these days, Petite Noir shows influence from
music of that region. There’s a popular style of hip hop electronica in South Africa called kwaita
that’s been around for a few decades. As with all hip hop, it layers pre-existing material, often a mix
of the African and American. And like in Petite Noir’s tracks (which are original, not pre-existing),
the rhythms are often layered in complex ways and don’t fit together perfectly. The rough edges add
to the excitement:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vva1EqyrgLw

In 2015 Petite Noir recorded his first (and so far, his only) full album, La vie è belle. His label,
Double Six, also seems to have given him a better budget. Both the sound and the look are slicker.
Frankly, some of the videos for this album are stunning.
The title track features Baloji – another Belgian of Congolese extraction -- rapping in French along
with Petite Noir sounding for all the world like Dave Gahan of Depeche Mode in the low-pitched
melody.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNF8cq987fI

The sounds and images of Africa are on spectacular display in “Best” and its accompanying video.
But mix that with snare drum cadences and a horn section, plus the restricted melodic arc of a

Smiths song, for a signature Petite Noir musical cocktail.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XvD1QN3enQ

“Noirse” sets a melody (almost atonal at times, but I don’t think that’s on purpose, only his voice
losing its way and sliding sharp) over a marimba or xylophone base, eventually adding in more
conventional guitar and drums. Again, the lyrics have little to offer (“Tell me your secret. Why you so
pretty?” – seriously?). But the underlying idea is so interesting that there is plenty to focus on and
appreciate.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fa-pgdsjNRE

I look forward to a day when this songwriter joins forces with a lyricist whose gift for writing
original words match Petite Noir’s as a musician and producer. The results will be probably
something to take our collective breath away.

Jethro Tull
Beggar’s Farm
Music to My Ears
Written by WL Woodward

Jethro Tull was a intriguing lawyer and agriculturist whose life straddled the turn of the 18th
century. Tull passed the bar in 1693 but soon developed some lung problems that prompted him to
travel through Europe looking for a cure. He spent a great deal of time studying the differences
between agricultural techniques in France, Italy and his home in England. Yes, Jethro must have
been quite the charming traveling companion.
I’ve just been prompted that some of you may have expected an article about Jethro Tull the band.
My apologies. But bear with me and I’ll suck you in, to use an agricultural term.
Anyhow, when Tull returned to England he had some brainstorms about using mechanical devices to
aid farming. He developed a hoe that could be pulled by a horse. He revolutionized hoeing culture
by convincing neighboring farmers that well hoed soil not only kept back the weeds, but provided a
safe environment for seeds to grow without being drowned by rains, but still kept moist by the daily
morning dew.
His innovations were credited with being important to the British Agricultural Revolution, an event
we all remember. He was helped by wacky guys like Steven Switzer who engaged Tull and his
believers in lively debates about proper hoeing, fallows vs. row seeding, and the proper use of
manure. Here is one of Tull’s innovations, the seed drill:

Seed drills had been in existence in many forms but this was the first of such a mechanical design
for three rows at a time and multiple seedings. I particularly like the drawing of a wrench. Leave it
to a farmer to invent a machine and immediately invent a tool for when it breaks. Much like Isaac
Newton conceiving of his ideas for the universe such as gravity, then inventing the math to prove his
theories. I know, I know you can’t compare that to a seed drill certainly.
Eventually though, everyone reaches a point in Life where arguing about hoes and manure loses its
um, glory. Jethro Tull reached that point late in Life. He learned to play the flute and started a rock
and roll band.
https://youtu.be/otGNjv-5t0k

Truthfully, and I know fringe fans who only know the song Aqualung from FM classic schlock radio
will be shocked, there was never a person in Jethro Tull named Jethro Tull. In 1967 (AGAIN with the
1967) a couple of school boys in Flemanshpurkinshire England started a blues band. They weren’t
very good, and had to changes their name frequently so they could get rehired at clubs. I was in one
of those bands once. Eventually they improved their chops and got a management agency. The
management staff was in charge of the name changes, and there were times the band would show
up for the gig and would know the name that was theirs because it was the only one they didn’t
recognize. Eventually a staff member, being a history buff, remembered that wacky Jethro Tull guy.
The name stuck.
So Ian Anderson, who started on guitar and eventually took up the flute, and John Evans, who
started on piano but switched to drums because Ring Starr was so bloody amazing, then changed his
name to John Evan because he thought it was cooler, had a band. A bit fickle was John. They
recruited a school boy chum Jeffrey Hammond on bass, (replaced by Glenn Cornick) and added Mick
Abrahams on guitar before recording and releasing their first album This Was. In the beginning
there were problems with the name, and a bootleg was actually credited to Jethro Toe. Alas. Not
everyone knew their agricultural history.
This Was had distinct and even straight ahead blues cuts on it, but songs like Beggar’s Farm (above)
and My Sunday Feeling showed a direction and foreshadowed how the band would eventually
sound. Mick Abrahams left to pursue straight ahead blues, starting a band called Blodwyn Pig. I
actually remember that band. But also frustrating Abrahams was Anderson’s emergence as the
leader, with Anderson wanting move into more challenging ground and taking over writing. Just
listen to the cuts, even the blues cuts, that feature Anderson’s flute playing, his breathy
presentations, and his ability make this distinctly non-rock instrument into an iconic rock sound, and
remember he’d been playing flute for about a year.
Tull had to find a replacement for Abrahams.
Now here is the specter of 1967 again. JT had released one album which had reached number 10,
but they were hardly a powerhouse and had not yet really defined their sound. But they still
managed to work with Mick Taylor who was in John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers and he decided to stick
with Mayall. Then went on to the Rolling Stones and the Jack Bruce Band. JT put an ad in the paper
and tried out Tommy Iommi (sound of metal fans sucking in their breath) who decided starting Black
Sabbath would be a better idea. The amount of talent that was around at that time is staggering.
After a few misfires they settled on a new guy, Martin Barre. Last I looked and JT was still touring,
Barre was still in the band, his years in JT only surpassed by Ian Anderson himself. The story goes

that Anderson was impressed with Barre’s technique, but Anderson himself in an interview once said
what he was drawn to was Barre’s real lack of technique or expertise. Anderson claims to have
spent many hours before Stand Up getting Barre into the sound that was becoming Jethro Tull.
https://youtu.be/_Xac0rRZz2E

Stand Up was recorded in the summer of ’68 and released in September. It went to #1 on the UK
charts, and at the same a non-album single Living in the Past went to #3. The band went on their
first headlining tour of the United States including the Newport Jazz Festival. The album is a delight
and includes a rendition of Bach’s Bouree in E Minor that gave wings to a rumor that Anderson was
classically trained. Not true, but certainly a testament to the bands willingness to try any direction.
In 1970 Tull recorded and released Benefit. This group was added to by drums by Clive Bunker and
the return of John Evan, now on keys. The album received tepid reviews, most by reviewers who
love you yesterday and crap on you tomorrow. The complaints revolved around this being not as
large a change as between This Was and Stand Up. Anderson himself described the album as a
‘guitar riff’ album, which was the path to glory in 1970. But with new innovations of recording
techniques, the additions of Bunker and Evan, and the maturation of Barre’s guitar playing created
for me a distinct work with some of my all-time favorite Tull songs. Like this one.
https://youtu.be/TNCEIGgyIS4

For the fans out there you can hear the beginnings of Barre-type licks that would define the next
album.
In 1971 I was a truck driver for one of those companies that put meals on airplanes. I had become a
truck driver because I no longer wanted to be a dishwasher. Working in the dish room one Sunday
the manager ran in and asked if anyone knew how to drive a truck; there was a last minute
emergency run to the tarmac . I immediately raised my hand. My dish room buddy Jim, who had
gotten me that job, looked at me wide-eyed. He sputtered some irrelevant nonsense about my not
having a driver’s license, never having driven a manual transmission, and in fact had never behind
the wheel of a car, let alone a truck with 10 gears, blah, blah, blah. Undaunted I ran to my destiny.
I had SEEN my father drive a manual transmission, so of course I was eminently qualified, as long as
they gave me a minute to figure out that stick thingy with the weird switch on the top. Also, there
appeared to be an extra pedal on the floor. The boys loaded up the truck with racks of food (on
wheels) with Jim standing on the dock, wiping his hands on an apron, with a ‘this I gotta see’ look. I
found out which was the clutch when I made the rook mistake of starting the truck in gear. The
truck lurched forward accompanied by the sound of crashing racks in the back, and I set off on my
new career afraid to get out of first gear once I got the hang of it. The truck and I careened out of
the lot with the manager in my rear mirror looking as though he’d just found cat poop in his oatmeal.
But I digress. A fellow truck driver took me under his wing and taught me the ropes. In talking
about music I said I had a new 8 track by the Who Live at Leeds, Neil asked to trade for an 8 track
he had by a band I was unfamiliar with. I didn’t want to part with the Who live album which was
quite spectacular, but Neil had really saved my ass on several occasions, so I relented. Thus, my
introduction to Jethro Tull’s Aqualung. Boy I was grabbed by the demon and he never let go.
Released in early 1971 this put Tull resolutely in the arms of a huge public, becoming one of the

iconic bands of that era easily mentioned in the same breath with Led Zeppelin, the Who, and
Hendrix. Featuring the title track now hackneyed by radio play, it’s still a grabbing, ripping ride.
But more than that, the songs presented were an astounding mix of rock and folk, each standing on
its own, fundamentally thought provoking with a serious kick in the ass at every turn.
https://youtu.be/XG-r7YvcN9I

Religious themes such as on My God were explored in songs and certainly captured this Catholic
boy’s 16 year old imagination.
Anderson became increasingly annoyed with the description by critics that Aqualung was a concept
album. Concept albums were growing in popularity and use since Sgt. Pepper and became kind of a
refuge for critics who couldn’t figure out what you were doing. Anderson became tired of fighting
that battle, and decided to create the mother of all concept albums.
Anderson used the influence of Monty Python and some complex musical themes about the status of
the band and its relationship with fans and critics, to create a 43 minute opus about a fictional
schoolboy named Gerald Bostock. Featuring an album cover designed to look like a newspaper with
bits of the story, Thick as a Brick became the first Tull #1 in America. The next album, also a
concept album, also went to #1. These two works became the only JT albums to do so.
A large number of Brick fans have never given Passion Play a chance or a listen. Certainly following
TAAB was an impossible task. But I bought Passion when it first came out and even though there
are musical themes reminiscent of Thick I love Passion Play on its own. I saw that tour as well which
featured a full presentation of Passion, a half rendition of Brick, and various songs from Aqualung
and others.
Can’t talk about that show without mentioning the real draw of Jethro Tull. They were an amazing,
fantastical, epic stage show. Anderson’s antics are mimicked by the music, or the other way around,
I could never tell, and I have stories about things I saw at these shows, that were orchestrated to do
these complex works created strictly in the studio by superb stage mechanics and out right visual
tricks. You couldn’t take your eyes off them.
These are the first six albums by Jethro Tull, and I believe their absolute best. I lost interest
immediately with War Child which really smacked of commercialism, and really never went back.
Oh, I’d stick my toe in the water now and then but never got that chill these works had.
If you are enough of a fan that you stuck with us through this article, you know Thick As A Brick by
heart and love your fourth copy as much as the first. So without further ado, a Passion Play. Enjoy
my dear friends.
https://youtu.be/gB_Ago8wDb8

Frescobaldi
Something Old / Something New
Written by Anne E. Johnson

For the majority of classical music fans, Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643) might not rank among
the pantheon of composer superstars, but he was one of the most influential composers in European
music history. J.S. Bach could have told you that. And the proliferation of recent recordings prove
that this Ferrara native still has an active fan club.
The majority of Frescobaldi’s output was for harpsichord or organ, two instruments he played
masterfully. He played so well, in fact, that for many years he held the post of organist at St. Peter’s
Basilica – yes, that St. Peter’s, the one in Vatican City. His music was still required studying two
generations later when Bach hand-copied Frescobaldi’s collection of organ pieces, Fiori musici; the
older master’s influence can be heard in the young master’s early works for organ.
Bernard Foccroulle recently released Frescobaldi: Organ Works (Ricercar), which includes nine
selections from the Fiori musicali and a dozen or so hymn settings and fantasy-style pieces. Here is
Foccroulle playing the Fifth Toccata on a 16th-century organ. You’ll notice a wandering,
improvisatory sound, as if the organist were making the music up as he went along. First it’s one
musical idea pondered and puzzled out for a while, then another, then another. That, in a nutshell, is
Frescobaldi’s great gift to keyboard music:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHln0FOwN3Y

Foccroulle really understands the composer’s mantra to his students, that one’s organ and
harpsichord playing should be “con affetti cantabile” (as if it were sung). Sadly, that toccata is the
only track available free in the U.S., so I can’t share others with you. But it’s a recording worth
checking out if you’re an organ fan. Foccroulle is a brilliant player with a naturalistic, non-fussy style

and a career-long interest in finding interesting instruments to play. You can get access to the tracks
via Amazon streaming on their UK site.
It’s useful to compare this to another collection, skillfully played but with quite a different musical
approach. Italienische Orgelmeister (Italian organ masters – on IFO Records) includes music by
Frescobaldi and others, played by Fiorella Benetti-Brazzale on historical organs from the Vicenza
Province. In this recording of a Bergamasca from the Fiori musicali, Benetti-Brazzale’s style is more
upright, if you will, and less fluid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cmIKpMB5fU

More commonly played than his organ works, Frescobaldi’s output for harpsichord has been getting
a lot of attention. Yoann Moulin has a new recording called Frescobaldi: Intavolatura di cimbalo. The
album title means “Tabbed for harpsichord,” in other words, pieces notated to be played on that
instrument as opposed to organ. Here, Moulin plays Frescobaldi’s Toccata No. 1, with a longing,
cantabile tone that I bet the composer would have loved:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vm6gNkeNGX0

To contrast the sound, here’s Moulin playing Frescobaldi at the virginal, an instrument similar to the
harpsichord but box-shaped, and with only one string per pitch, not two.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1rcy0KpVPc

It’s fun for fans, and a clever way to promote an album, the way Moulin has re-recorded pieces from
his CD as live videos. But there’s more than marketing to the explosion of Frescobaldi video clips on
YouTube in the last few years.
Want to know what happens when the bottom falls out of the early music recording industry at the
same time personal recording develops into a viable endeavor? Well, a few months ago my answer
would have included dropping tracks on SoundCloud, but now that amateur-audio archive is
rumored to be going under because they can’t figure out how to make money. So now, it’s all about
YouTube.
The video juggernaut has become a haven for early music practitioners who want their playing
preserved despite not having a recording contract. Some of these musicians are deserving of
attention, and many love Frescobaldi. And so, a few examples:
Harpsichordist Rosemary Thomas offers Frescobaldi’s correnti and ciaccone, two types of Baroque
courtly dances, with verve and stateliness. These being dance pieces, one can argue that the free
and wandering sound of a toccata is not appropriate (you’d end up with interpretive dance). There
are moments when that extra breath before a downbeat – considered an “authentic” requirement in
this style – might be a nanosecond longer for listener (and dancers!) to prepare without feeling
rushed, but Thomas’ playing has rhythmic stability and a strong sense of harmonic motion.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAkC3bTCUdk

Andreas Zappe’s recording of correnti, on the other hand, takes a more fillagreed and freewheeling
approach to rhythm. The playing is exciting and kind of wild, more like you’d expect for a toccata;
good luck to anybody who tries to execute corrente dance steps to it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Duv0WMCFRmo

And speaking of toccatas, Sevastianos Motorinos dives fearlessly into rhythmic Wonderland for his
interpretation of Toccata No. 11, milking Frescobaldi’s twists and turns for all they’re worth. This is
one juicy, scene-chewing performance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Mp9ruim-Uc

I don’t mean to imply that modern respect for Frescobaldi is only a recent phenomenon. As proof, I
leave you with this wonderful 1935 recording of legendary organist Marcel Dupré, playing
Frescobaldi’s Toccata pour l’Elévation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ls7440-PUbo

I Scream, You Scream—For Gelato? Sorbet?
Featured
Written by Chloe Olewitz

The freezer section at the local grocery store is only getting more complicated as food trends ebb
and flow. Seasons change, kitchen technology improves, and what results is a seriously confusing
collection of frozen treats. But anyone with a serious sweet tooth will want to stock the freezer with
nothing but the best so you can satisfy that sugar craving with the right kind of sweet.
As it turns out, gelato is not just the Italian word for ice cream. Sorbet isn’t the same as sherbet, and
frozen yogurt is miles apart from frozen custard. Not all these sweet treats were created equal, but
it’s absolutely possible to learn their differences and know what you’re getting when you place your
order at the ice cream parlor. Examining some of the basics, from type of milk to sugar levels and
production processes to serving styles, will make it easy to impress your fellow sweet teeth and help
anyone staring in confusion at the freezer aisle selection.
Ice Cream
We begin with the classic, made from milk, cream, and sugar. But ice cream isn’t just an American
favorite and a staple of dessert menus across the country, it’s actually an official term protecting the
federal definition. To be called ice cream in the United States, a frozen dessert has to be made with
no less than 10% milkfat and must be below 100% overrun. Because ice cream is made by adding air
to the freezing base, this overrun percentage requirement mandates that the base can’t grow to any
more than twice its original size through the churning process.
50% air may seem like a lot in the finished product, but it’s this part of the process that makes
smooth, creamy light ice cream unique from other desserts like gelato and frozen custard. Different
ice creams will offer a range of air percentages, and it is quite common that less expensive products
have a higher air to custard ratio, presumably because air is free and more is better.
Gelato
Rumor has it that gelato is just the Italian word for ice cream, but the differences between these two
desserts run much deeper than simple translation. First, the ingredients: gelato is typically made
using more milk, less cream, and less sugar than American-style ice cream. Real Italian gelato is
typically made completely from whole milk without any added cream, which keeps the milkfat

percentage closer to 3.8% on average. And there are definitely no eggs allowed in a traditional
gelato recipe.
Gelato is also made by churning a custard base as it freezes, but churning for the Italian style is a
much slower, gentler process. Less air is incorporated in gelato, which makes the finished product
denser and less fluffy. While American ice cream is blast-frozen during commercial production,
gelato usually skips that process and so it stays only semi-frozen and keeps a consistency closer to
soft-serve than hard, scoopable ice cream. Lower aeration and less added sugar means traditional
gelato offers more intense, true-to-label flavors, too.
Traditionally made gelato also melts faster, so keep that in mind when you’re placing a cone order
on a very hot day. And unlike ice cream, gelato is not a protected federal term in the States so what
you’ll find in stores and on shelves could very well be fudging the line.
Sorbet
For the lactose intolerant and dairy sensitive among us, sorbet is a go to frozen treat when ice cream
gets cut from the diet. Sorbet is usually made from fruit, water, sugar, and some type of acid
addition to balance out the flavors and keep the product shelf stable. Sorbet is technically dairy-free,
but since the name doesn’t protect any kind of federal regulatory definition you should make sure to
check the ingredients before you buy.
In addition to the lack of dairy, sorbet can also forego the churning process that whips air into ice
cream and gelato. What results is both a grainier texture and a more concentrated, intense flavor
profile. These refreshing, intense flavors are the reason sorbets can often be found in fine dining
establishments as palate cleansers between courses. Many homemade sorbet recipes make use of
ice cream machines to whip up a creamier texture from the dairy-free ingredient mixture, but the
graininess typically remains no matter how fluffy your sorbet gets from the aeration.
Sorbets tend to stay colder longer because of their limited ingredient profiles and high water
content, so some big producers add alcohol to lower the freezing point and reduce unwanted icing.
Meanwhile, sorbet is not to be confused with sherbet, which is technically halfway between sorbet
and ice cream. Start with a fruit-based sorbet mixture and add in just a small amount of milk to end
up with a classic sherbet. Sherbet contains anywhere between 1 and 2% milkfat, compared with
gelato’s 3.8% average and ice cream’s 10% and above.
Frozen Yogurt
While frozen yogurt is not a federally regulated term in the US, some states do mandate what can be
called frozen yogurt and what can’t. For the most part, frozen yogurt is just ice cream made with
yogurt instead of milk and cream. It’s churned in the same way, but it has less fat than ice cream
and highlights a more tart flavor compared with ice cream’s traditional sweetness, particularly in
the soft-serve style. If you tossed your favorite yogurt into an ice cream machine, you’d wind up with
a tasty soft-serve treat.
Sugar is most often added to frozen yogurt for the sake of hard packed options, like pints you’d buy
in a grocery store or take home to store in your own freezer. Sugar keeps plain old yogurt-in-the-icecream-maker from turning into an impenetrable brick once you stash it in the freezer, which is why
it’s safe to say that all that talk about frozen yogurt being a healthier option is not necessarily true.
While frozen yogurt does have to be made with yogurt (it’s all in the name) there’s no guaranteeing

that your local fro-yo joint introduces any live, active cultures so if you’re looking for some healthy
gut flora to mix in with those candy toppings, check the ingredients first.
Frozen Custard
Originally, French-style ice cream added egg yolks to the milk, cream, and sugar mixture so the
resulting treat was richer and thicker in texture. Some American-style ice creams started to borrow
from French tradition to include egg yolks in their recipes, and that’s where we got frozen custard.
Since “ice cream” is a federally regulated term, toss eggs into the mix and you’ve got to find a totally
new name to go along with the thicker, creamier frozen treat.
Now, frozen custard is also a federally regulated food name. To be labeled frozen custard, a product
has to contain at least 10% milkfat (just like ice cream) and at least 1.4% egg yolk. Soft-serve is the
favored and most popular style for frozen custard in the US today, but it can also be blast-frozen and
packaged for grocery stores. In its softer, ready to serve style, frozen custard is extra creamy, super
rich, and sweet as can be. And although legend says it was inspired by a French ice cream recipe,
these days frozen custard is usually found in the Midwest and the South.
Allergies and dietary restrictions aside, any of these frozen delights could be the one to hit the spot
when you’re a diehard dessert lover. Learning about the differences between each of these sweet
treats may make you a celebrity at the local sweets shop and sugar-heavy birthday parties, but at the
end of the day don’t forget to savor the flavors and enjoy your indulgent dessert! After reading this,
you may even insist on having dessert first. Go on. You know you want to.

Out of Control
Featured
Written by Gautam Raja

This article was first published in the Dubai-based English daily Gulf News. I've written a personal
essay for their op-ed page twice a month since 2005. I often write about music and audio, and this
article was written when I was still quite new at my job at a high-end audio dealership. Though
written for a non-audiophile audience, I'd like to share this piece with Copper readers and would
love to hear your reactions. --GR
A couple of weeks ago, a representative from an upscale audio company walked into a California
high-end dealership to perform some updates on the floor units. He hefted amplifiers onto a table,
lifting off the thick aluminum covers, and connecting a laptop to the circuit board to flash the
amplifier’s memory, giving it new abilities.
“The amps were given an amazing new feature,” someone from the shop later joked (fondly, it must
be said) to some other reps. “When you press a button on the remote, the volume changes!”
The reps smiled and shook their heads. Up to then, to change the volume via remote control, you had
to type in the level you wanted. Is ‘34’ too soft? Type in 38 or 40.
“That’s pretty cool actually,’ said one of the reps as he thought about it. “I don’t think I’d want that
update.”
Contained in that story is both the magic and the obduracy of high-end audio, a niche market that’s
essentially an expensive cottage industry. Call it a manor industry if you will. These are products
with years of R&D, extreme engineering and finishes, and no economy of scale. Many of these top

brands depend on one person for their existence, and often feature all this person’s brilliance, and
many of his quirks. These products aren’t smoothed and democratized as they pass from hand to
hand, committee to committee, test group to test group.
Remote controls seem to be the neglected poster children of high-end audio. When so few people are
designing and manufacturing a highly engineered product for such demanding customers, niceties
are overlooked. Remotes from most audiophile companies are heavy bars or blocks or even discs,
sprinkled seemingly randomly with unvarying buttons. They don’t fall to hand easily, and the layout
is utterly unintuitive.
These are products that make me appreciate the ones we take for granted. The remote control on
your modern television is an ergonomic miracle. See how the shape of it makes that circular button
in the centre fall naturally under your thumb. The volume is always where you think it’ll be, and the
only time you have to actually look at it is when you’re accessing those deeper, darker features you
almost never use. In contrast, after years of use, I still need to peer at my audio system’s remote for
the simplest of functions, even changing volume.
This is a world that is used to elaborate set-up and start-up procedures before playing music. I have
a vinyl-only friend who goes through three cleaning steps each time he lowers stylus to groove. So
asking users to get up to change the volume isn’t such a terrible thing. And audiophiles like to know
that the busy designers of these fantastically priced products use all their time getting the sound
perfect. If a volume control on a remote is a long belated afterthought, so be it. Spending months
choosing the capacitors on the output stage of an amplifier is so much more rewarding for
everybody concerned.
It’s fitting then, that the amplifier that needed the update is a work of art. Its chassis is carved from
a single block of metal, and finished to perfection. There are burnished copper heatsinks along the
sides. Should you change the volume on it directly, you will be rewarded with a tactile experience so
beguiling, you’ll find yourself spinning the notched, weighted, polished volume ring just to hear and
feel the oily clicks as it rotates.
It makes you wonder if the update should have removed the ability to use a remote control
altogether.

The Death of High-End Audio?
Featured
Written by Jim Smith

We’ve all seen and heard the discussions concerning the so-called death of high-end audio. There
are many reasons why that topic keeps resurfacing, but here is the one that I think may be most
responsible and it is rarely mentioned as a suspect. If addressed, it could significantly contribute to
the betterment of the audio industry as a whole. A big IMO, goes here, of course…
Will it get done? Based on my experience, I’m not too encouraged. Still, it’s something that could
be addressed and end up being a win/win situation for the industry (manufacturers, distributors,
sales reps, and retailers) and perhaps most importantly – the retail clients.
Why are the retail clients most important? If they are not supporting the industry, who will do it?
Prices not justified?
These days, there is little doubt that the majority of high-end audio dealers in retail shops,
sometimes referred to as BM – Brick & Mortar – don’t do nearly enough to support the prices they
ask. Why would a potential client pay the retailers’ prices if he or she gets only marginally better
service than if the item was purchased online?
The first area where I take issue with many dealers is that they do not have a sufficiently effective,
professional demo. By effective, I mean that the demo is so good, that you become involved in the
music. By professional, the salesperson is capable of setting up and providing the demo, and
offering info, even education, when it is appropriate.

If possible, the demo room should be cleared of extra speakers. The speakers to be played are
always in the predetermined best spot for that model. The listening seat is always placed in the
location in the room where the dynamics will be best presented – and the smoothest bass can be
heard. In my stores, everyone knew where the best position was for the listening seat, and certainly
for each loudspeaker (the floor was marked), and that was where it would be demo’d. The next time
you came in, the performance was the same as before, because demos were not allowed to be
casually conducted with the speaker somewhere other than in its optimum set-up.
When prospects would hear an effective demo, one far beyond what they had encountered
elsewhere, it was reasonably simple to build a win/win relationship. For the most part, they had
never had a similar experience before. Not only did we show them what should be expected, we
taught them about what the important aspects were.
These days, I rarely encounter store demos that make the effort to provide effective, professional
demos and even more, to educate the client where appropriate. But why not?
‘Tudes instead of tunes?
And while I’m on this particular soapbox, what is it with the attitudes that so many audio salespeople
exhibit? Do they really have so little time or respect for prospective clients? Where does this come
from?
Not sure whether it’s originating from management or what – but the ‘tudes have to go. They
shouldn’t have been allowed anyway, but now we are talking about creating an improved business
model that can insure not only survival, but growth in a competitive arena. Anyway, what’s wrong
with a little bit of respect?
We didn’t carry a line just because it got a great review either. We carried it because it performed
at a high enough level that we believed it offered great value for our clients. I remember meeting a
prospective client on more than one occasion who would say, “Oh I see you have the XYZ speaker. It
just got a rave review by (pick the audio reviewer that comes to your mind).”
My response was (hopefully) delivered with a genuine smile – “Even though it got a rave review, we
do take XYZ seriously. We carried it before the review came out, and we’ll still carry it when the
next ‘best thing’ is reviewed in an upcoming issue. If you have time, please have a seat over here
and let me show you why we are so excited about them.”
I first wrote about this topic back in 2009 – in Quarter Notes newsletter #2 (newsletters that Get
Better Sound owners receive – 21 issues to date). Unfortunately, it’s even more applicable today.
What I said then:
Are there any standards of quality for high-end audio retail specialists?
What follows is an arbitrary classification of audio retailers that are within reasonable travel
distance from you. This is not intended to be a comment on any particular retail audio dealers out
there. However, it is a guideline that you can use to determine if your dealer is supplying the level of
service that you deserve. If you should find any dealer that meets most of the listed attributes – or
even better – all of the standards listed, hang on to him or her. Support them and don’t let go!
Before viewing/applying the numbered list, the above mentioned dealer standards should be met – at
a minimum:
Effective, professional demos.

No attitudes, period.
(1) A standard retail shop will probably help you load your purchase in your vehicle.
(2) Of those dealers, an even better one will offer to deliver it.
(3) Of those dealers, an even better one would offer to hook it up.
(4) Of those dealers, he or she would take into account what you already own, discuss, your needs &
expectations, etc. If possible, an even better one would have come to your home and listened with
you to your current system first, before recommending any costly new component.
(5) Of those dealers, an even better one – upon listening to your system – can easily hear where your
systems’ issues are.
(6) Of those dealers, an even better one will actually know what to do to correct your system’s
shortcomings.
(7) Of those dealers, an even better one will suggest a “game plan” or road map to successfully
overcome any issues your system may have. The game plan may include your purchase and his/her
installation of a new component, and simultaneous voicing of your system; or it may simply be a
room/system voicing of your existing system, in order to upgrade it ‘as is’, and to prepare it – and
you – to be able to identify better components when evaluated in your system.
(8) Of those dealers, an even better one will make every effort to offer/provide an in-home
evaluation, when necessary.
(9) Of those dealers, an even better one would ask you to be present to observe and to listen to any
differences as your system is being voiced to the room.
(10) Of those dealers, an even better one will stay there to get your system right, no matter how long
it takes. Getting your system right is defined as when the audio shop’s representative is satisfied
that the goal has been accomplished – and when you are delighted with the improvements. If set-up
person is good and thorough, you’ll be happy long before he/she is.
Throughout the latter part of the ‘70s, all of the ‘80s, and into the ‘90s, that was what we (our retail
shop – details at the end) did for our clients. For us, it was simply a logical business decision that
any specialist retailer should pursue. Naturally our clients stayed with us (some still contact me, to
this day, over three decades later).
Self-evident?
Examined purely from a business standpoint, it should be self-evident that if I arrange for you to try
out a new component in your home, and your system has been properly voiced to the room, that you
will immediately hear the advantages that the new component will provide. From a retail audio
standpoint, why not make sure the client has a set-up that will reveal differences easily?
Furthermore, the client’s system is akin to a billboard for the dealer’s services – all the more if it is
performing at a much higher level than similar systems, casually set-up. Such dealers get more
referrals – after all, now the billboard (client’s system) is lit up.
I should express the obvious here – that is to say that a dealer providing this level of service won’t be
around if he has to price-match non-service oriented outlets. Pay him a fair price for his product and

service, assuming that he successfully works hard to make your system come alive.
Honestly speaking, my personal clients almost never asked for discounts. In fact, they knew that
they were getting the best deal possible – actually having their purchase deliver all of its potential.
They knew that settling for anything less than maximum performance would be wasting their
money. No so-called ‘deal’ could offset a lack of performance.
Sadly, even back then, as a percentage of total audio retailers, there weren’t that many of us. Today,
there are even fewer. There must be more, but I haven’t run across them yet. If you find one, please
support him or her every way that you possibly can.
Applicable today?
Even though the above was written a few years ago, in my opinion, as I said above, it’s even more
applicable today. Yes, I know clients are always looking for a deal these days. It’s just that in my
opinion, they have been left little choice.
The audio industry has created this particular situation, and it needs to fix it. It’s not so much that
the customers that have lost interest in high-end audio. IMO - it’s the dealers who’ve lost interest in
helping the customers. Therefore the customers – almost by default – have lost interest in
supporting the high-end audio business model as it has become today.
Unfortunately, I constantly encounter a similar phenomenon on RoomPlay voicing trips. The actual
fact is, almost no one should need me to do these, IF the dealers were doing what they should.
Many times my RoomPlay clients start becoming angry as the voicing process is performed. By the
time that we are done, sometimes they are very angry. Angry at me? No, they get angry at their
dealers for not making their system come alive the way it sounds when I am done.
These days, I rarely ever hear of a dealer delivering and setting up speakers beyond simply being
sure they work. A quick drop-by visit simply won’t get the job done – ever.
Special magic required?
Does this level of service involve some special magic? Nope. The phrase may be trite, but it’s true
in this case – “it’s not rocket science.” It does require some knowledge and a lot of work. And it is
the stuff that a larger number of dealers used to do.
In my retail experience, we always performed this service. It wasn’t about us being good guys (even
if we thought we were). It was a simple business decision.
It’s a decision the high-end audio industry needs to make if its customers are to be served properly,
ESPECIALLY with the pricing of components these days. A win/win client/store relationship is good
for all parties. From my viewpoint, it’s a vital building block to insure the rebirth (or at least the
survival) of the high-end.
(Although Jim Smith is known for his Get Better Sound series, his set-ups at audio shows, and for
his RoomPlay clients, he was so successful at selling Audio Research at the retail level from a small
shop in Norfolk, VA, that in 1976, Bill Johnson of ARC hired him to work for ARC in Minneapolis.
A while later, Jim Winey convinced Jim to work for Magnepan as its National Sales Manager. While
there, Jim wrote the Magnepan & Tympani loudspeaker set-up manuals and developed a dealertraining program. In the two years he was there – applying the principles listed above – sales rose
dramatically while the dealer network was nearly halved (in order to find more customer-service

oriented dealers).
In 1979, after subsequently opening Audition – Jim’s shop in Birmingham, AL, – in spite of being in a
relatively small market – the shop went on to become a Top Ten Dealer for various leading high-end
audio companies of the time, such as Quad, Linn, Goldmund, Apogee Acoustics, MLAS (before
Harman acquired the company), and more. All of this was due to the practice of
effective/professional demos, as well as delivering and setting-up the products and systems that
Audition sold.)

A Critical Listener
Featured
Written by Charles Rodrigues

The California Audio Show Part 2
Featured
Written by Bill Leebens

Part 1 of my report on the California Audio Show appeared in Copper #91. That article gave an
overview of the show, and described the exhibit rooms on the first floor. This concluding piece will
go through the remaining rooms of the show, located on the second floor of Building V at the Hilton
Oakland Airport.
Here's how the rooms were laid out:

One of the benefits of this show is that one can see and hear products that are rarely, if ever,
present at other shows. Other than Ray Kimber's giant demos at RMAF some years ago, I don't recall
ever encountering Sound Labs at a show.
Now, I am familiar with the big Sound Lab 'stats, as a client had an enormous 3-floor system which
utilized more Sound Lab speakers than could be found anywhere outside of the factory. The clarity
and precision of the speakers was impressive, as was the impact of the bass---unusual for a 'stat.
So: I was happy to see the Sound Labs demonstrated by dealer Ultimate Audio. Two things were
quickly apparent to me: the speaker was far too large for the standard hotel room, and the edginess
of the Bricasti electronics that I mentioned in Part 1---shall we say, cut through the morning fog from
the Bay. I appreciate the effort, but this combo was not for me.
I'd previously mentioned that there were four rooms (I initially said three, but I can't count) in which
I would and did happily stay and just listen for pleasure. In Part 1 I mentioned the Marutani
Consulting room with big MartinLogans, Doshi electronics, and tape playback. The second of the
four rooms was the Zesto/Joseph audio room, in which the always-affable George and Carolyn
Counnas from Zesto played records on a Merrill-Williams turntable through all-Zesto tube gear and
the latest Joseph Audio Perspective2 Graphene speakers.
If there was anything missing from the sound, it may have been bombastic, THX-style bass. To me,
that's not a loss. This was a lifelike, sweet-sounding system, one I could easily live with.

Next up was the room of local dealer Audio Vision SF, a company I know and respect. The
Focal/Naim/Rega/etc. system was pleasant and dynamic, but lacked a little grit, for my taste. Many
would find that a good thing. The sound was excellent--- just wasn't quite my cuppa. Different
strokes, YMMV, and so on.

The Marchand/Bernhagen-Porter room was interesting for both the amps and the speakers.
Marchand is well-known for electronic crossover kits, so it was a bit of a surprise to see an SET amp
with a single 805 output tube and solid-state front end. The Bernhagen-Porter speakers were seen
last year as well, the product of a partnership between a musician and a cabinet maker. The big
speakers were beautifully made, and the built-in powered sub allowed the 20-watt Marchand amp to
drive them to significant volume. The products from both these companies are certainly worth
watching.
For many years, David Cope gave superb demos for Audio Note. Now he runs an import company,
Old Forge Audio, and his room was the third of my keepers. The system wasn't huge or
overwhelming, but every component was distinctive in design, and the overall sound was far bigger
and more dynamic than you'd expect, given the small size of the speakers. The brands are likely not
familiar to you yet, but I suspect that they will be.
I was smitten with the quirky looks and excellent build of all the products. The Wand turntable from
New Zealand has a 14" laminated platter and a carbon fiber arm; the Pure Audio electronics are also
from NZ, and are Class A solid-state. The tiny but powerful SoundKaos Vox 3f Compact standmount
speakers are from Switzerland, and pack a front-facing wideband driver, back-to-back side-mounted
woofers, and a top-mounted RAAL ribbon tweeter into a small, curvilinear cabinet. Great stuff---but
likely not for everyone. To me, that's a plus.

Exogal digital gear was featured in two rooms: one with a full set of Exogal electronics and Ryan
speakers, the second with an Ion DAC feeding a tube amp from McGary Audio and Salk speakers. I
was so busy blabbing with buddy Jeff Haagenstad of Exogal that I forgot to get pics of the Ryan
room---and had to rely upon Jeff for those. Oops. Streaming Qobuz, the sound was well-defined and
dynamic.

The last of my four favorites was the Exogal/McGary/Salk room. The McGary tube amp brought to
mind an updated Dynaco Stereo 70, and provided a little air and sweetening to the definition of the
Exogal gear, and paired well with the full-range Salk speakers. The sound was involving and
dynamic, and sucked in a lot of listeners besides me. I don't think Jim Salk has ever made a bad
speaker; the build quality is always impeccable, with lots of finish options, and the sound quality just
keeps improving. The SS 9.5 speakers looked pretty conventional, but with dual passive radiators
and an open-backed midrange, produced effortless bass and a huge soundstage. Very nice indeed.

I half-jokingly said to Audio Note's Peter Qvortrup, "You need to make some different-looking gear!"
The reason for that is, well, if you stick your head into an AN exhibit room, you'll be hit with a strong
sense of deja vu. The gear probably changes from time to time, but it's awfully hard to tell. Few
brands produce strongly-held love/hate responses as Audio Note; this time, I found the sound
pleasant, but not terribly involving.

The last room of the show was that of Voxativ. Known for fullrange drivers, field-coils, rear-loaded
horns, and other retro-nuevo tech, this year Holger Adler showed something curiously...modern.
But with a Voxativ twist.
The Hagen system shown consisted of a small, standmounted single driver speaker---very Voxativ.
The twist was "Das Absolut Box", a small component that provided lossless streaming, amplification,
a DAC, and custom DSP for the speaker. Add a phone or computer and Qobuz, and you're good to
go. Cost for the system, minus stands? $7,900. In this world, that's pretty cheap.
The sound wasn't as big or as effortless as the bigger Voxativ speakers, but I give them full props for
trying something new, and likely to reach a broader audience.

The life of an audio show organizer isn't an easy one. Every show I've ever attended has been the
target of complaints from exhibitors or attendees. At Axpona, some complained the show was too

big; at CAS, some complained that the show was too small.
At 20 rooms, CAS ain't huge. But the variety of exhibitors, allied with the ability to actually spend
time talking with them in a relaxed, congenial atmosphere, sets CAS apart from other shows. Add in
proximity to some Bay area delights, a pleasant venue, great weather---and I look forward to the
2020 show.

Changes Everywhere in Audio
Industry News
Written by Bill Leebens

There are major changes afoot in the audio industry, and few are being formally announced by
press-releases. I'll present info that is verified as reliable, and link to sources when such sources are
available.

B&W/Classe: As reported in Copper #38, there's been a great deal of upheaval at industry leader
B&W. Informal reports indicate that possibly as many as 10 upper-level employees have left since
the firing of longtime company President Doug Henderson. Two B&W regional sales managers went
to Dana Innovations, parent company of Sonance; four were said to have gone to speaker
manufacturer Paradigm; and Stacey Kerek, VP of Operations at B&W, joined Como Audio as
President. (Como Audio is a fairly new company founded by Tom DeVesto, co-founder of Cambridge
SoundWorks and Tivoli Audio with Henry Kloss.)
In the midst of all this, B&W has only issued a remarkably uninformative letter to its dealers from

Richard Campbell, identified as Chief Revenue Officer at B&W, but unknown to those with a history
with or knowledge of the company.
Amongst reports that B&W-owned Classe' may be shutting down, B&W has responded to inquiries
by saying only, “Thank you for your inquiry. It is Bowers & Wilkins policy not to comment on rumors
or speculation.”
I have been unable to learn if B&W's distribution arrangement with Rotel will remain the same as it
has been, or if there will be changes there, as well.

Gibson Brands: The company that most think of as Gibson Guitar is far more than a guitar-maker,
and is deeply involved----some would say bewilderingly so---in the audio industry. Gibson has grown
to be a conglomerate that owns a number of musical instrument companies and in the audio world
owns Stanton, the accessories division of Philips, and Cerwin Vega, holds a majority share in
TEAC/Esoteric, and has a minority share in Onkyo. (And if that's not confusing enough, Pioneer's
A/V division is a subsidiary of Onkyo, but acts independently of Onkyo. Sort of.)
How do all these companies fit together? Aside from Gibson's CEO Henry Juszkiewicz, no one seems
quite sure. The company has hit some hard times in recent years, including raids by federal agents
related to wood that was allegedly imported illegally, along with a decline in the market for guitars,
closely tied to woes at major retailer Guitar Center. The latest bad news is a down-rating of the
company's credit rating, tied to massive debt and the prospect of defaulting on its obligations.
It will be interesting to see how---or if---Gibson is able to ride out these latest challenges.

Thiel Audio: For many observers of the audio industry, few things have been as painful to watch as
the de-evolution of Thiel Audio following the death of founder and designer Jim Thiel and the sale of
the company by Jim's partner, Kathy Gornik. The company was built upon Jim's unique drivers and
alignments and his brother Tom's exquisite cabinet-work; in recent years the company divested itself
of all machinery and facilities in Lexington, Kentucky, meaning that the company could no longer
repair or refurbish legacy models. As incredible customer support had always been an earmark of
the brand, that did not bode well.
It recent years the company has offered fairly conventional speaker designs, apparently made in
China. A number of sales managers have come and gone, and the company just announced its fifth
CEO in four years. The new CEO is Elyse McKenna, a Twitter-savvy veteran of artist agencies and
web-marketing companies. We wish her and the company well, but the name Thiel has little meaning
for audiophiles these days.

Lenbrook: The name Lenbrook may not be familiar to
many in the audio world, but it's the parent company of the brands NAD, PSB, and Bluesound.
Lenbrook began as a distribution company, then bought NAD and PSB, and recently founded
Bluesound. In some markets they continue as distributor for brands such as B&O Play and Tivoli
Audio.
The longtime President and CEO of Lenbrook Americas, Dean Miller, is retiring, and so is the Chief
Brand Officer, John Banks. They moves have been in the works for some time, and Miller and Banks
will be replaced by three employees promoted from within.

Artison: Artison is a manufacturer of in-wall and custom-installation speakers, founded by Cary
Christie; Christie also co-founded Infinity Systems with Arnie Nudell, back at the dawn of time.
Artison was just purchased by smart-home giant Savant---and there is a great deal of speculation as
to why Savant would buy a speaker brand, and how the companies will fit together.
Time will tell, no?

The Pipe Organ in my Living Room :
A Lifelong Journey
In My Room
Written by Bill Leebens

[This issue's In My Room is a little different from our usual offerings: Joseph Grogan tells the tale of
building a pipe organ in his living room, combining seriously high-quality audio equipment with
cutting-edge digital sampling and---pipes. I think you'll find it an amazing story, eloquently told. --Ed.]
When I tell a stranger that I have a pipe organ in my living room they usually look at me funny and
politely respond, “Oh really? Cool.” Then the conversation typically pivots to another subject. Not
many people are as fascinated by pipe organs as I am, and very few have gone to the trouble and
expense of actually acquiring or building one.
From an early age I have been fascinated by the sound of pipe organs in churches, cathedrals and
concert halls. My admiration of The King of Instruments, and of those who play and build them, led
me long ago to a goal of having one in my home. After all, if John D. Rockefeller, William Vanderbilt,
Henry Ford, Andrew Carnegie and George Eastman could have one in their homes, why couldn’t I?
Why couldn’t anyone?
My first organ was not a pipe organ, but an antique reed organ that I bought for fifty dollars at a flea

market and lovingly restored to near perfection. It had a beautiful tone, rich in harmonics and color,
but no pedalboard. It did have two pedals, pumped by the player’s feet to expand the bellows and
draw air through the reeds. Although lacking in tonal variety and versatility, some stops actually did
a good job of mimicking the quieter reed and celeste stops of a pipe organ. It whetted my appetite
for the real thing.
My second organ was an offset stack of two Casio keyboards housed in a homemade plywood
console with a concave radiating pedalboard that I built myself using wood from Lowes, microswitches and a MIDI module. I merged the MIDI-out signals from the keyboards and pedalboard and
connected to my most expensive component: an Akai S1000 stereo digital sampler. I used the
sampler to record, trim, loop, modulate, voice, assign and store digital recordings of individual organ
pipes that I collected from an old dismantled theater pipe organ. I also grabbed samples from pipe
organ CDs wherever I heard a single pipe playing long enough to capture a decent loop-able sample.
The amplification system was an inexpensive low-power solid state stereo amplifier connected to a
pair of bookshelf speakers that could render bass no lower than 45Hz, not good enough for an
organ. To my ears my virtual pipe organ, even with all its limitations, sounded glorious. Through
headphones, even more so. It made me happy.
Fast forward 10 years. After moving across the country and leaving my little two-manual organ
behind, I started attending some local pipe organ recitals and developed a renewed hunger for my
own pipe organ, only this time it had to be bigger and better than before. By now the science of
digital sampling had matured along with the availability of faster computer processors and cheaper
RAM. Realistic sounding digital virtual musical instruments of all kinds were widely available. I
started researching the then state-of-the-art digital organs on the market and decided to drain my
bank account to buy a new Johannus Rembrandt three-manual digital pipe organ with seven
channels of amplification and seven corresponding external speakers. I remember how big that crate
from the Netherlands looked at the loading dock of my apartment building and how even bigger the
console and speakers looked in my small, 8-foot ceiling apartment. The organ bass speaker was 9
feet long, so it had to lie horizontally on the floor.
I initially thought I was in Bach Heaven but soon realized I was still in Purgatory. Despite the
Johannus’ size and majestic look, it just did not sound real enough. I replaced the stock loudspeakers
with higher quality three-way speakers and added a bigger subwoofer driver. Much better. A few
months later I moved into my current house which has a high-ceiling and large living room and-Bingo!--the organ now sounded more like a real pipe organ. The added room volume allowed the
pipe sound waves to bloom and interact with each other and with the room, enhancing and enriching
the tone. The room response made a huge difference, but it still lacked the impact of a real pipe
organ in a hall, church or cathedral. That was expecting too much.
Then I got the idea I needed to add real organ pipes. That would surely make the organ sound fuller
and grander. I researched all I could about organ pipes including how they are made, voiced and
tuned. Then I selected and purchased on Ebay two ranks of used pipes (128 pipes total) along with
two pipe windchests with MIDI-controlled pallets so I could play the pipes with my organ console. I
also imported a super-quiet combination blower and reservoir from Laukhuff in Germany to supply
the necessary regulated wind. One rank was a set of wooden Claribel flute pipes that came from a
dismantled organ in England and were constructed in 1819 according to pencil markings on the
middle-C pipe. The second rank was a set of practically brand new metal diapason pipes. Some
chirped like birds, so I had to even out the tones by gently nicking the languids. I voiced and tuned
the pipes to blend better with the digital stops of the Johannus. The result both surprised and
disappointed me. The real pipes sounded exactly like the digital pipes when played at the same
volume. In blind tests friends tried to guess whether the pipe I was playing was real or digital. Their

guesses were correct only 50% of the time, which means they could not tell the difference. I could
not tell the difference either, and I voiced them. Combining the real pipes with the digital versions
had little audible effect on the composite sound, not even on the overall volume.
There were issues with the real pipes. When I wanted to play soft, there was no way to modulate the
volume of the real pipes. When the stops were activated they always played the same – loud. Even at
very low wind pressure, these particular pipes were obviously not suitable for home organs where
the player sits 8 feet in front of them. It was like sitting in front of a calliope. Keeping the real pipes
in tune was also a challenge, due to daily temperature swings in my living room. For these reasons I
discontinued regular use of the real pipes and just left them in place for show. They do look cool.
After all that effort I had failed to advance the sound of the organ. I still wanted that big hall
acoustic that gives additional strength, vitality and fullness to the otherwise sterile, harsh sounding
digital pipes. My next project became a priority: to build an external reverb system for the Johannus
-- one that betters the useless internal reverb that came with the organ. The system I configured,
and still use today, consists of a Bricasti M7 stereo reverb processor, a Balanced Audio Technology
VK-60 stereo tube amplifier (circa 1998 with new caps and tubes) and a pair of Harbeth M40.1
loudspeakers. An auxiliary stereo-out signal from the Johannus console is processed by the Bricasti
M7, then sent to the VK-60 amplifier which drives the Harbeths. Once the system was installed and
calibrated I finally had a sense of “wow”.
The reverb system made the organ for the first time sound convincingly in a hall environment. It
should – the total cost of the reverb system components including cabling when new exceeded the
cost of the Johannus organ. I fortunately had these components on hand from a previous audio
system that I no longer used.
The Bricasti M7 is one of the best sounding external stereo reverb processors available and offers
almost unlimited options for defining the character of the acoustical space. Depending on which
preset I select, the organ can sound like it is in a small or large studio, hall, church, cathedral or any
number of alternative environments. Each setting’s parameters can be adjusted to refine the space
to taste, and also alter the location of the listener relative to the sound source.
The VK-60 tube amplifier and Harbeth M40.1s were perfect for rendering the reverberation
smoothly with clarity, body, transparency and a touch of warmth. I did some tube rolling with the
VK-60 in search of the best tubes for the sound I wanted. In this case 1952 Sylvania 6SN6 “Bad
Boys” fit the bill. The Harbeths are raised on stands positioned behind the organ console and below
the organ speakers which sit on a ledge I built high above. The reverb sound blends seamlessly with
the organ’s speakers and carries well throughout the living room.
Enthralled with the refined sound, I didn’t rest on my laurels. I wasn’t done yet. I learned about an
amazing virtual pipe organ computer program called Hauptwerk, which led me down another
adventurous path involving yet another audio system.
With Hauptwerk the tonal variety and number of stops the organ can play is virtually unlimited.
Instead of just 64 stops in the Johannus specification, Hauptwerk opened the door to hundreds of
additional available stops from organs around the world.
Hauptwerk organ sample sets are produced and made available by several dedicated vendors to be
played back real time by anyone with a compatible computer, Hauptwerk software, MIDI keyboard
and amplification system. These organ sets are organized collections of individual recordings

referred to as “samples” because they are recordings of only a few seconds of play that are then
digitally looped so the sounds can be sustained indefinitely. The recordings are meticulously made in
the field over the course of several days at the site of each organ. In the production of the best
Hauptwerk sample sets, each and every pipe of the organ is recorded in stereo from different
locations and sometimes more than once to capture the initial attack and reverb decay for different
note durations, such as staccato and legato. After the samples are recorded, they are then processed
with sophisticated equipment to optimize their quality and efficiency and remove unwanted noise.
The technology is a quantum leap from what was possible with my Akai S1000 decades ago.
Over two hundred Hauptwerk organ sample sets are available, and the number is growing. They can
typically be auditioned, at least in part, before purchase. My Hauptwerk organ sample set collection
includes over a dozen European and U.S. pipe organs, large and small, from different periods:
Baroque, Romantic, Symphonic, American Classic, and Modern. If Wurlitzer theater organs are your
thing, some Hauptwerk vendors offer those too. With the Hauptwerk software each pipe of each
organ can be individually voiced and tuned by the user, just as a real pipe organ is custom voiced
and tuned in the space it occupies for the most compatible room response.
My Johannus organ console controls via MIDI the virtual organ’s keys, pedals, expression (swell)
pedals, and couplers. Stops, presets, combinations, tremolos and other functions of the virtual
organs are controlled using a touch screen that graphically displays the virtual organ console. Using
the touch screen can be tedious at first, but over time becomes second nature. Some Hauptwerk
players use multiple screens that allow the stops and other controls to be displayed on the left and
right sides more like they appear on the actual organ.
To use Hauptwerk I needed a high-power computer with lots of RAM (at least 20GB) and the right
interface cards to communicate with the organ console and with the audio amplification system. The
computer interface with the organ console is a single MIDI cable, connected from the console’s
MIDI-out to a MIDI-in on the computer sound card. The computer interface with the audio
amplification system is a Pink Faun I2S Bridge card that has an I2S HDMI-out, from which I run a
HDMI cable to the I2S HDMI-in on the PS Audio DS DAC. For cleanest sound, I followed Pink Faun’s
recommendation to power the Pink Faun I2S Bridge with an external 12vDC linear power supply
rather than running the card off the computer’s internal power. Although the Pink Faun card
requires very little current, isolating it from the computer’s power supply that is shared with fans
and hard drives is a good idea.
I also needed the best audio amplification system I could afford. The better the system, the more
realistic the sound. Hauptwerk organ sample sets have thousands of different pipe samples playable
at the same time, each pipe having its own attack, loop and reverb tail. This cumulative amount of
audio information combined with the required dynamic range to handle the extreme frequencies of a
pipe organ at full volume is a daunting test of any audio system. My amplification system is very
capable and up to the task. It currently consists of a PS Audio DirectStream DAC, PS Audio BHK
Signature Preamplifier, Pass Labs xa100.5 monoblocks and Von Schweikert custom-designed fullrange floor speakers. This is the same system I use with the PS Audio DirectStream Memory Player
to listen to CDs. In this way the audio amplification system serves double duty. If I wanted to play
the Hauptwerk organ loudly without disturbing family members or neighbors I could listen through
headphones connected to the headphone out of the BHK Preamp, but be careful with Hauptwerk.
Whether listening through loudspeakers or through headphones the audio output strength must be
adjusted in the Hauptwerk program for each organ. Once set, the program remembers the output
levels you selected the next time you load the program.
The DirectStream DAC is one of several DACs available on the market that accommodate I2S signal

input and works with the Pink Faun I2S Bridge output. By not having the audio signal go through
SPDIF or AES/EBU translation, distortion and jitter is minimized for the best sound possible. The DS
DAC paired with the BHK Signature Preamp is the best combination of DAC and preamp I have
owned or heard. Prior to the DAC and Preamp in my system, I ran the Hauptwerk audio from my
computer analog soundcard directly to my amplifiers which was very good, but not the best sound.
The signal via I2S to the DAC and then analog through the Preamp is cleaner, fuller-bodied and
better resolved.
I have not taken advantage of all the options Hauptwerk has to offer, such as 4- and 6-channel
surround sound and up to 32 separate audio channels. That would require many more audio
components and a lot more time, space, energy and money than I want to expend. Combining
Hauptwerk with my Johannus organ system gives me 12 discrete channels of amplification and a
total of 34 distributed speaker drivers for a very realistic and satisfying pipe organ surround sound
experience. I don’t feel an immediate need to venture further at this time. It’s time to relax and just
enjoy it.
I have accomplished my longtime goal of having a pipe organ in my home. The journey has been fun,
educational and rewarding. My experiments have shown that for homes with listening rooms of
modest size, a digital organ with Hauptwerk and a high quality audio system is more practical and
just as satisfying as a real pipe organ. The realism is there, plus you can better control its volume,
adjust its tone easier, and not worry about tuning. You can also simulate large spaces well beyond
the confines of your room. With Hauptwerk and a good audio system you can change your organ and
room in seconds and be playing an historical organ in a concert hall or cathedral across the globe.
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